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Overview 
To women, gifts are taken much more seriously than they are by men. Women 
view gifts as more than just physical things, they view them as expressions of 
emotion: love, caring, respect and a whole slew of other things depending upon 
the situation and the people. 
 
Guys, forget that lesson at your own peril. 
 
Ever wonder how some guys always seem to get just the right gift for the women 
in their life? It isn’t magic; they just understand these simple facts… 
 
Make sure the gift you give is: 
 

 Something the person wants – to do this you need to actually 
understand not just what she wants but why she wants certain things at 
certain times and not at other times. The same 
gift might be wonderful in one situation and 
disastrously wrong in another situation. 

 Matches her. That is, it must match her taste, 
her style, her preferences, her décor, her 
wardrobe, her mood, her job/career, her 
lifestyle, her, well, her everything.  

 Appropriate to the situation. Don’t get her a 
practical gift when a romantic one is called for 
and, whatever you do, don’t get her tight, sexy 
jeans when she feels fat 

 Double the impact. When you get many gifts you can double the impact 
of the gift with just a little more effort. For example, if you bring her flowers 
also get her one or two fancy chocolates (like those individual Lindt 
truffles) or if you get her a new kitchen gadget wrap a silk scarf around it. 
Always, and I mean ALWAYS, look for a chance to double the impact. 

 
Every gift, and every step of the gift giving process, is important to how she will 
feel and how she will react and how she will treat you.  
 
I know it sounds complex and difficult and incomprehensible. 
 
It is, but this guide will help you understand her better and that will take the stress 
out of shopping and make you a gift giver that is so impressive that it will make 
all her friends and family envious and it will bring her closer to you than you can 
imagine. 
 
Now, before you do anything else you need to figure out who the Allies are. 
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The Allies are her close friends and relatives, like her sister or even her mother, 
who know and understand her moods, tastes and styles and who can help you 
every time you need a gift. 
 
Just make sure they actually like you and think you’re “good for her” or they will 
steer you wrong, if for no other reason than to prove they were right. 
 
Not only can they be very helpful in picking out the actual gift they’ll put in a good 
word for you – sometimes it really is who you know! 
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The 5 Essential Rules for Giving Gifts to Women 
There are a few simple, but essential, rules to follow when giving gifts to women. 
 
Other than remembering that it is extremely important to understand her, as we 
talked about in the previous chapter, just make sure you follow rules and it’ll all 
turn out good. 

Rule 1: Always Be Thinking “How Can I Pamper Her?” 
Whatever your relationship with the woman is, from your kid sister to your mother 
to your secretary to the love of your life who blows 
your mind every night, there is a 99% chance she 
loves to be pampered 100% of the time. 
 
Bath & body gift baskets and gift certificates for 
salons and spas will be greatly appreciated by most 
women.  
 
If she’s on her feet most of the day, consider a gift 
certificate for a pedicure or foot massage.  
 
Body massages are great for mental stress, back 
pain, headaches and muscle tension.  
 
Teenaged girls may enjoy a custom makeup 
application, facial or hair treatment.  
 
Being pampered makes every woman feel great and when she feels great you 
will too. 

Rule 2: Always Give the Best Quality You Can Afford 
Nobody likes a cheap gift and nobody, except maybe a 5 year old, likes a LOT of 
cheap gifts. 
 
If you’re just giving her a cute little “I was thinking of you” thing that you saw and 
it has some special meaning to her or to your relationship then go right ahead 
and get her that cheap trinket; assuming you know she is the type of person that 
will appreciate it. 
 
Otherwise, one really thoughtful and personal gift of good quality will make a 
much better impression and have her sighing happily when she thinks of you.  
 
Just remember, to a woman, one bottle of high quality wine is preferable to a 
case of cheap beer. 
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Rule 3: Don’t Procrastinate 
Unless it is an impromptu gift like picking up flowers, candles and some massage 
oil on the way home from work, do NOT wait until the last minute to do your 
shopping for her gift. 
 
Not only is it stressful for you but it means you won’t be able to get the right gift 
for the right situation. 
 
You won’t have time to properly plan and think through what is her heart’s desire 
(which is what makes the perfect gift) and, ultimately, she’ll know you waited until 
the last minute; yes, she will, somehow she’ll just know. 
 
As handy as it seems to you at the time (I know, you are “so busy”), it will make 
her feel unimportant to you, this will hurt her greatly which I am sure you don’t 
want to do. 
 
Plus, when you shop early, you have time to talk to the Allies and you can take 
advantage of any sales. 

Rule 4: Wrap the Damn Thing 
It may seem unnecessary to you but, to a woman, wrapping gifts shows you put 
some added time and effort into the getting the gift.  
 
To women, the actual presentation is important (remember how nice she makes 
things for you and others, even just how nice dinner looks), and wrapping a gift in 
elegant paper with a bow only adds to its appeal to her (it means you care and 
took the time to “do it right”.)  
 
Just handing her an unwrapped gift even if it is in the store bag means to her that 
you didn’t take the time and that means she isn’t as important as she wants to 
be. Even if that is incorrect that will be her perception and, as they say, 
“perception is reality.” 
 
It’s also probably a signal that the gift was just recently purchased, breaking rule 
3.  
 
If you can, wrap it yourself because women like it better when they know you 
made the effort to wrap a gift, but professional wrapping is better than none at all.  
 
So, if you need to, then just take your gifts to the wrapping station in the store or 
in the mall. It will make a lot of difference to her and isn’t that the point. 
 
Plus, for her, unwrapping a gift increases the excitement and surprise, making it 
a much better experience for her and, I’ll say it again, isn’t that the point of the 
gift, to make it good for her. 
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Rule 5: Be Sure to Get and Keep a Gift Receipt 
Whenever you buy a gift, particularly for a woman, always get a gift receipt.  
 
This receipt gives information about the purchase and let’s someone return it 
without revealing the price, at least until they return it.  
 
Particularly, with girlfriends and wives, you may not want her to know how much 
you spent on her – this can be important in some situations. 
 
Just make sure you to include the gift receipt and, oh yeah, don’t forget to 
remove the price tag!  
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23 Gifts Every Woman Will Love 
Whatever the occasion might be, from Valentine's Day, to Mother’s Day, to a 
birthday, to an anniversary, to Christmas or just because you want to, guys 
struggle with what to buy the women in their lives.  
 
Think about it, you wouldn’t be reading this if you didn’t struggle! 
 
But, now that you understand how you must approach shopping for a gift for a 
woman you’ll need some general ideas of the types of things to get. 
 
Just match the ideas below with the woman and the situation and you’ll end up a 
star! 
 
Before we get to the ideas themselves there is one more thing I want to point out. 
It’s more about knowing the woman. 

How Her Personality Affects What You Give Her 
One of the most important things to remember when getting that perfect gift is the 
type of gift should be suited to her personality.  
 
Let’s look at some personality types and see how that impacts what you give. 

For Active Women 
If the woman likes to be active then just give her something that gets her out and 
active. 
 
Gift vouchers are very popular and can be gotten for a wide variety of activities.  
 
Does she want to climb a mountain, swim with dolphins (or sharks), play tennis 
with a tour player, play with a tiger cub or ride on an elephant? 
 
All those, and much more, are readily available. 
 
How about Skydiving? Sure.  
 
White Water Rafting? No Prob.  
 
Driving a race car? Absolutely.  
 
Just about anything you can think of you can find get a gift voucher for. 

For Homebodies 
Some women are home bodies and love their home and making it nice.  
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For this type of woman numerous choices also abound. 
 
Some ideas include: 
 

 Hand-crafted Art Work: or anything else that enhances her décor 
 Kitchen Appliances: make sure these are something she uses or would 

use 
 Kitchen Gadgets: particularly ones that do unusual things or make her life 

easier 
 Home improvements: think about how much she’d like that new whirlpool 

bath or a remodeled office/sewing room 
 
Look around her house and listen to what she says. It shouldn’t be hard to find 
lots of things she’d like. 

For the Party Gal 
Is the woman a real partier? Does she like clubs and dancing all night? Is she a 
“see and be seen” maven? 
 
Then skip the tiger cub and cappuccino machine and go with party clothes, 
jewelry (not necessarily the expensive stuff), shoes, bags, cosmetics, 
accessories and lingerie. 
 
But, guys, there is danger lurking here. Do you really understand what she likes 
and what her sizes are? 
 
If not, think gift certificate to her favorite stores and boutiques. If you really want 
to make it special for her then go with her on her shopping trip. But participate, 
don’t disappear. 
 
And, if this is a romantic partner, a LOT of fun can be had by going into the 
dressing room with her; need I say more! 

For the Sophisticate and Socialite 
For these women, money really does talk. 
 
Whether it is hand bags, ball dresses, lounge wear or even a collar for her 
poodle, the classier, more expensive and exclusive it is, the better.  
 
Of course, jewelry is a must, the sparklier the better, although this woman will 
prefer understated elegance more than gaudy opulence. 
 
Think Gucci, Prada, Tiffany etc. 
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Other good gifts are trendy spas, first class vacations, skiing trips (although she 
may not ski much), and anywhere else she can be seen by all the “right people.” 
 
For a romantic gift, options include a gourmet champagne brunch in a hot air 
balloon, a romantic cruise, watching the sunset on the ocean in Nice or Monte 
Carlo or whatever your wallet will allow. 

When in Doubt 
If you don’t know what else to do get her a gift hamper and flowers.  
 
With the large selection of choices you should be able to find something for every 
woman.  
 
Flowers are also always a winner and with there being so many online florists 
now, it is simple to make the correct choice and have a surprise delivery. 
 
And here we have a double the impact opportunity, get a gift hamper and 
flowers! 
 
When it comes to shopping for a woman, here are some traditional, and safe, gift 
ideas on which you can rely.  
 
No matter if you're shopping for your wife, girlfriend, sister, mother, grandmother, 
daughter or friend these gift ideas are sure to lead you to the perfect gift in no 
time at all.  

Gift 1: Body Products 
Most women love all the various body products available – lotions, bath salts, 
moisturizers, creams, etc; it makes them feel and smell better.  
 
The more sweet smelling or “tasty” the name is the better they like it.  
 
Look for products that have flowers or spices in their name or ones that sound 
like a tasty food; of course, you could just look at what she already has and take 
your clues from their. 

Gift 2: Cashmere or Silk 
It is pretty hard to go wrong with something that feels nice on the skin; both silk 
and cashmere feel wonderful.  
 
They can be expensive but, if budget is an issue, smaller items like hats, 
scarves, gloves or even socks can be affordable. 
 
Remember Rule 2 above; always get the best quality you can afford. Better a 
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high end silk scarf than a cheap cotton sweater. 

Gift 3: Cell Phones 
If the woman likes to be connected then a new, stylish, colorful cellular phone 
may be just the thing. 
 
Make sure it has a camera and texting capabilities. Other nice-to-haves are e-
mail access, automatic upload of photographs and Bluetooth capabilities.  
 
If she is into color, then get it in neon colors like orange, green, red or even pink 
for those “girly-girls”. 
 
Otherwise stick to classic black or silver. 

Gift 4: Chocolate 
Is there a woman alive who doesn’t love chocolate? 
 
Just remember Rule 2 and get the fancy kind like Lindt or Godiva or others like 
that. 
 
Do NOT get a cheap Whitman’s Sampler or Russell 
Stover box unless you absolutely know, from 4 
independent sources, that she likes those brands. 
 
They scream cheap and “I didn’t want to make any 
effort.” 
 
If you don’t know the type she likes: nut, creamy, truffles, gooey then go with a 
variety pack, otherwise get what she likes. 
 
She’ll be appreciative it either way but won’t be happy when she throws away 
those caramel centered ones she can’t stand. 

Gift 5: Clothing 
Most women love to shop, probably something to do with the maternal instinct 
and the gathering part of “hunting and gathering” 
 
Anyway, one thing they particularly like to shop for is clothes. 
 
There doesn’t seem to be an end to the number of dresses and singlets and lacy 
underwear and shoes a woman wants to have. 
 
This, happily, makes clothes a great gift. 
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Remember though my warning above about the dangers of getting the wrong 
thing or the wrong size. 
 
Bad, very bad. 
 
Gift certificates are safe but they don’t bring that look a woman has in her eye 
when she open a box and it has the most beautiful silk blouse or the cutest 
summer dress or that sexy lingerie. 
 
So, unless you are a rare man, when you go shopping for clothes take along one 
or more Allies. 
 
And, you should make the effort to buy clothes for her; because a man who can 
actually buy clothes that a woman would actually want, in the sizes she actually 
wears is a rare gem and will be treasured as such. 

Gift 6: Computers 
If you’ve got the cash, and you want to make a splash with a technology-minded 
woman, then spoil her with a new laptop.  
 
Stylish, but pricy, choices are from Apple and Sony. Dell provides good 
computers and they’re good looking as well; some even come in different colors. 

Gift 7: Cosmetics 
Like clothing, cosmetics are a dangerous thing to shop for, not as dangerous but 
definitely dangerous. 
 
Fortunately, just look at, and write down, the exact manufacturer and name and 
style of what she already uses (I even write down the size, color and style of the 
bottle or tube or container – you’d be surprised how many times that is helpful). 
 
Then go into a store and find the EXACT same thing. 
 
If you can’t find it, go into a store like Macy’s or others that have cosmetic 
counters where there are those people are trying to get women 
to accept a spritz of perfume or sit down in those high chairs 
and try on some type of makeup. 
 
Tell them what she uses and they will either be able to match it 
or tell you something that is as good or better. 
 
Don’t do this in a drug store or a K-mart and just ask whoever 
is behind the counter. The better stores hire experienced 
people and train their people to know about cosmetics, the 
other stores don’t. 
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As a last gasp measure get something from a company like Estée Lauder or 
Chanel or even Clinique. Most women like their products but a bit of a warning, 
they can be pretty expensive (I mean, for the cost of a baseball ticket where you 
can actually see the player you’ll get something so small you could hold a half 
dozen of them in one hand). 
 
One good thing about some of those higher end products is they frequently have 
promotional gifts when you purchase one of their products.  
 
Usually they are little cosmetic bags filled with some of their cosmetics which she 
will appreciate. 

Gift 8: DVDs 
DVD’s are great for any woman of any age. 
 
Stick to classic movies of the type they like. Romantic comedies and “chick flicks” 
are good but some women like drama and even horror. 
 
Just make sure you get something to her taste. 
 
Another thing that works very well with my wife is getting a season (or all 
seasons in my case) of a TV show she likes (this could be old or new for 
example, my wife loves Buffy the Vampire Slayer from when she was young, 
West Wing and her latest favorite is Heroes). 
 
A double the impact opportunity exists by you watching it with her. 

Gift 9: Electronics 
Everyone always talks about guys liking electronics but you’ll be surprised at how 
good a gift this is for many women, 
 
I told you already about computers and cellular telephones but, in addition, 
iPods, portable DVD players, digital cameras, and even CD players are all 
popular with women. 
 
Many younger women and teenaged girls also like video game players like Wii 
and Xbox. 

Gift 10: Flowers 
This is an old standby but it still is an “oldie but goodie.”  
 
Most women still love getting flowers for any occasion, particularly “just because I 
love you.” 
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They especially make a great gift for wives, girlfriends and mothers and are a 
wonderful way to show how much you appreciate someone. 
 
Find out her favorites and be sure and get those.  
 
If you don’t know what she likes then roses and orchids are excellent choices 
although just about any type of flowers are good – just make sure you don’t get 
ones that she is allergic too!  

Gift 11: Gift Baskets 
One of the easiest and best gifts to get is a gift basket. 
 
The choices are truly mind boggling and no matter what she likes you’ll be able 
to get a gift basket that is perfect for her. 
 
Gift baskets range from cooking and barbecue gift baskets to sportsperson’s gift 
baskets to “motorcycle mama” gift baskets to lingerie gift baskets to even just 
“look beautiful” gift baskets.  
 
A gift basket is a great option, because not only does she get a pretty basket 
attractively arranged, but she gets a lot of nice gifts that she can use over time 
(and she’ll remember you each time you use them!) 
 
Some popular gift baskets for women are: 
 

 Bath and Spa Gift Set 
 Teddy Bears 
 Gourmet Food and Fruit Baskets 
 Gourmet Desserts 
 Chocolates 
 Jewelry 
 Wine and Cheese 
 Coffee and Tea 

 
And, since gift baskets, allow you to give her a little bit of everything, they make 
excellent for those demanding people on your gift list.  
 
A double your impact opportunity is to give some flowers along with the gift 
basket she will really love it and you! 

Gift 12: Greeting Cards 
Giving her a card is always a great way to show that you've been thinking about 
her. 
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Sure, it’s not much but it really will make her feel appreciated and loved so don’t 
miss any chance you have to give her a card! 
 
If you want to double the impact give a card and a small gift like a small box of 
Godiva chocolates or a gold bangle bracelet or movie tickets to the new hot 
movie she’s dying to see. 
 
Don’t be afraid to be creative! 

Gift 13: Hand bags 
Next to shoes and maybe clothes, woman love hand bags (or purses as they 
used to be called). 
 
The advantage they have over clothes and shoes is that the size isn’t as 
important. 
 
But, don’t just pick up any hand bag, even if it expensive. 
 
If it doesn’t go with anything she already has, one of two things will happen, she’ll 
be unhappy (and maybe take it back) or she will be very happy (because it 
means she’ll need a new dress and shoes to go with it). 
 
This also might be a good time to bring an Ally to help you. 
 
However, as always, you can’t go wrong with quality so get a Prada, Jimmy 
Choo, Gucci or Louis Vuitton if you don’t know what else to get. 
 
A note of warning, these can be very expensive so check the price early on. A 
paradox of hand bags is that frequently the smaller they are the more expensive 
they are. 
 
For a more playful look or for a fun or artistic type of woman get something in 
vibrant, neon colors, otherwise stick with the safe brown, black or white. 

Gift 14: Jewelry 
Like flowers, jewelry is an old standby that most women love getting. 
 
One of the most popular and versatile pieces of jewelry is the pendant. 
 
If you don’t know what a pendant is then you’re not alone. You’ve seen the things 
but probably didn’t know they were called pendants.  
 
A pendant is a chain, usually silver or gold, with something 
hanging from it. 
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What makes this so great is that lots of different things, fashioned in lots of 
different shapes, in lots of different sizes can hang from the chain. You can find 
pendants with: gems, lockets, pearls, gold and silver, rings, and more – even 
watches! 
 
They can be shaped into hearts, flowers, balls, butterflies and other insects, 
crosses, circles, animals (like birds or dolphins or bears), symbols – basically 
anything. 
 
All this means that is it very easy to find a pendant she will like. 
 
Other very popular jewelry pieces that are sure to please are rings and earrings 
(or pieces for other piercings). 
 
Just notice what types of things she always wears or things she mentions she 
likes and go from there. 
 
When in doubt, enlist the help of some of the Allies. 
 
For help in knowing how to pick out quality jewelry get “A Guys Guide to 
Jewelry for Her”, it provides a good explanation to how to pick out jewelry. 
 
Just remember, stick with pendants, rings and earrings, with an occasional 
necklace (simple chain or more decorative) and bracelet thrown in and she will 
always be very happy with it (and you). 

Gift 15: Kitchen Accessories 
This isn’t a gift all women will appreciate and it isn’t good for all situations but, for 
women that enjoy cooking and baking, small kitchen appliances and gadgets can 
make an excellent gift. 
 
For example, my mother loves getting all the various weird, specialized kitchen 
gadgets. I don’t even have any idea what most of them are and she rarely, if 
ever, uses them but she loves getting them and having them.  
 
If you don’t understand why, think of it like wanting lots of different tools for your 
workshop. You don’t really need or use most of them but you like having them 
there “just in case.” 
 
Anyway, like you with the tools, basically it comes down to wanting items that 
help make various tasks easier.  
 
So whether it is the plate that cooks the food right in it, the electric fruit and 
vegetable peeler or the spoon that both measures and weighs at the same time, 
kitchen accessories can make an interesting gift that are much appreciated by 
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the right women. 

Gift 16: Lingerie 
Nice lingerie can be a great gift for both of you. 
 
It makes her look and feel good and you know, if it make her look good you will 
feel good! 
 
I won’t say more here, look below at the lingerie section for more information. 

Gift 17: Lounge Wear 
Most women prefer to wear something more casual and comfortable at home. 
 
Whether it is after a hard day at work or an outing with children or friends, most 
women just want to relax and wear something comfortable. 
 
The thing to remember though is that being comfortable doesn’t mean old and 
ratty, she still wants to look good after all. 
 
Think a stylish exercise outfit but not the tight spandex type more the cotton, 
velour or nylon type that fits well but doesn’t restrict movement of bind – nice 
looking sweats and a comfortable (but attractive) singlet is a favorite of my wife. 
 
Being clothes, make sure you either study what she does have and listen to what 
she says, or consult the Allies. 

Gift 18: Music 
Music can be a great gift for a woman. 
 
This is more from the “it means you really know her” than from the actual music 
but whatever the reason, she will really appreciate a gift of music. 
 
But, you must get something she likes or it will backfire on you. This is because 
music is very personal to a woman and if you get the right thing she is sure you 
know her inner self whereas if you don’t, she will feel very insulted. 
 
Look at what CDs she has and try to understand why she has them. 
 
Pay attention to what she listens to in each of her moods. 
 
Ask the Allies. 
 
Also, if you buy her an iPod or CD player then be sure to preload it with her 
favorite music or get her a couple of CDs she’ll really like; this is a double the 
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impact opportunity. 

Gift 19: Pearls and Diamonds 
Yeah, I know I already talked about jewelry but pearls 
and diamonds are special cases. 

Pearls 
Pearls, be they in rings, necklaces, earrings or bracelets, 
can be worn with anything from a kid’s play date to a 
formal ball. 
 
They are the original and ultimate classy and classic gift.  
 
If you can’t get, or afford, real pearls you must get cultured pearls preferably 
those graded AA+ or AAA; do NOT get imitation pearls unless you want one mad 
and disappointed woman. 

Diamonds 
Diamonds, on the other hand, are the original seducer. 
 
Apart from their tremendous beauty, diamonds make a girl look and feel 
glamorous and diamonds get attention and women just love 
them for that. 
 
The elegance of a diamond helps make them very classy as 
well as very feminine.  When worn them on special occasions 
they can help a woman instantly grab the spotlight. 
 
Certain diamonds can symbolize commitment and give a woman fulfillment. 
Having and wearing diamonds is many a young girl's dream more for what it 
symbolizes than anything else.  
 
A woman who receives a diamond gift becomes, in her eyes and the eyes of 
other women, a prized person. It’s a man’s way of saying, “you’re quite 
exceptional and I want you and the rest of the world to know it.” 

Gift 20: Photos 
Woman love photos for multiple reasons. 
 
They are memories relived. Just look at the range of emotions in a woman’s eyes 
when she looks at a picture; they range from wistful to a playful glint. 
 
They are bragging rights. What mother or grandmother doesn’t like whipping out 
a picture of the kids and grandkids? 
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They are connections. What woman’s heart doesn’t flutter even momentarily 
when they see a picture of a cherished loved one whether that is her child, her 
parents, her siblings or her true love? 
 
Photographs are important to women and if a woman is important to you then 
giving her photographs can be a great gift. 
 
A double the impact opportunity is to gather pictures into a portable photo book 
and give that as a gift. 
  
It gives them the pictures and makes it easy for them to always carry them 
around to look at them or to show them to others. 

Gift 21: Scents: Candles, Potpourri and More 
Women absolutely love scents. 
 
One of the best ways to give that to her is scented candles. 
 
Not only do they have an aroma but they also create 
atmosphere; that can be romantic, soothing, eerie or sexy. 
Whatever mood she wants, scented candles can help. 
 
They also come in a dizzying array of sizes, scents and 
colors and, best of all, you can pretty much find them 
everywhere; even the local grocery store carries them. 
 
To a lesser degree, things like potpourri and incense can also make good small 
gifts but candles are the undisputed champion. 

Gift 22: Sheepskin 
There is something about the comfort and warmth of sheepskin that has 
tremendous appeal and that women just love to cozy up to it. 
 
So, for a small cold weather gift, anything (boots, slippers, gloves, etc.) lined in 
sheepskin is a winner. 

Gift 23: Wrist Watches 
If you’re thinking “a watch, that doesn’t sound like a good gift” you are so wrong. 
 
A watch can be is a great gift.  
 
A watch is a fashion accessory and can make a fashion statement, it is a true 
expression of one’s personality. A woman can tell a lot about another woman just 
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by the watch she’s wearing. 
 
A watch is highly practical for the career woman and for the stay-at-home mom, 
both of them have a lot of activities to coordinate and attend and a watch is a 
godsend. 
 
Plus, for some women, just knowing the time or being able to check it whenever 
they want is psychologically satisfying and calming. 
 
If you are now thinking “but she already has a watch” you are so wrong again. 
 
Go back and read the “a watch is a fashion accessory” paragraph. 
 
A woman needs at least 2 watches, one for every day use and one “fancy” one. 
 
Other watches a woman may desire are: 
 

 The “I am a serious businesswoman” watch for the office 
 The “I am just at home or running errands or with the kids and I don’t want 

to damage my other watches” watch 
 The “I am out with friends and want to express myself” watch. This may 

actually be more than one watch as she goes out to different places for 
different reasons. 

 The “sports” watch for use while running, playing tennis or at the gym 
 The “I am a mountain guide” watch for when she is out hiking and 

camping 
 The “formal, you better notice me” watch for formal, fancy or other 

“important” events like weddings, balls and premieres 
 
And, believe me, that just touches the surface of the possible watches a woman 
might want; and wanting more than one watch in each category is a definite 
possibility. 
 
So, when thinking of getting a watch as a gift, get one that she doesn’t have. Do 
not, unless explicitly asked, try to replace a watch she does have. 
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45 Unique (and Not So Unique) Gift Ideas for Women 
Here is a list of 45 specific ideas that you can use for the right woman at the right 
time. 
 
There should be something for every woman on this list so it will save you lots of 
time while saving your behind by making sure you get the right gift. 
 
1. Bookmark of Love. Take those photographic strips that you get with school 

and other pictures or in those booths in the mall and write a personal or 
inspirational statement on the back and have it laminated.  

 
Punch a hole in the top, add a pretty ribbon or colorful yarn and you’ve got a 
simple gift that a woman will cherish and remember every time she opens her 
book. 

 
2. “Brighten Up the Kitchen” Basket. Put together a basket of items that will 

liven up her kitchen. Put in nice new dish and hand towels, a colorful 
tablecloth, a pretty new fruit bowl, matching appliance covers, even new food 
canisters to replace the worn, chipped ones she’s had around for years. .  

 
Just make sure it’s all coordinated (ask the salesperson for help if you need 
to) and that the colors and style match her kitchen and her tastes. 

 
3. Chocolate Party. For the chocoholic woman in your life, give her a chocolate 

party. Make it all about and with chocolate… chocolate gifts (food, cookbooks, 
etc.) chocolate (edible) decorations, chocolate (or chocolate covered) food; 
the works. 

 
4. Coffee Lovers Basket. For the serious coffee lover, get a nice basket and fill 

it with flavored coffees and creamers, some “gourmet” coffees, some quick 
one-pot packages, a one-cup brewer, chocolate covered coffee beans, some 
really nice coffee mugs and all manner of things coffee related.  You’d be 
surprised at what you can find. 

 
5. Computer “Toolkit”. For the computer user, put together a CD of handy 

tools and things. Find screensavers, games, wallpaper, and other useful 
computer tools. .  

 
Put in family pictures, add recipes and articles about favorite hobbies and 
even links to useful resources like the local weather, the local traffic 
conditions Web site and any family member and friends personal Web sites. 
The possibilities are endless and there's a lot of room on one disk! 

 
6. Coupon Books. Make or buy “coupon books” that say things like she is 
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entitled to "A Day Off", "A Backrub", "Babysitting" or "A Picnic ", the options 
are limitless and you can buy preprinted ones, including some for the 
bedroom that you’ll really like! 

 
7. A Special Date Night. Have a special adult night out where you dress up, go 

to a place SHE really likes and do something SHE really wants to do. .  
 

A double the impact opportunity is to call ahead to the restaurant and make 
reservations and ask them to have her favorite flowers on the table, her 
favorite wine ready and a special treat (appetizer, dessert, serenade – 
anything she would like and appreciate). 

 
8. Driving Lessons. For that young teenaged girl in your life, a gift of driving 

lessons will show her that you understand and appreciate that she is maturing 
and becoming an adult and that you are supportive of her growth. 

 
9. Family Recipe Book. Go to her mother, grandmother and friends and get the 

recipes for her favorite dishes. Type them into your computer and print them 
out in either book format or on stock recipe cards (which you can the put into 
a nice recipe box). 

 
10. Fancy Night Out. You both get dressed up really nice and enjoy yourselves 

at the theater, opera, ballet or ball. Afterwards go have a late supper and 
share the experience and each other. 

 
11. Flowers. It’s pretty hard to go wrong with flowers and, really, does she get 

enough of them! 
 
12. Foot Lotion. This is a secret desire for many women, it 

has scent and a nice feel and helps her skin and eases 
her tired feet and it is also has a double the impact 
opportunity because after you give it to her, offer to rub it 
into her feet while you give her a foot massage!  

 
13. Gift Certificates. Since you can get a gift certificate to 

just about anything nowadays this is a great way to get 
her something unusual or let her splurge on her favorites. 
Here are some ideas: 

 
 How about a gift certificate to a home improvement store to help her 

remodel that bathroom she always wanted to; double the impact 
opportunity, volunteer to help her with the work. 

 
 Or how about a mall gift certificate so she can get that new outfit she’s had 

her eye on or stock up on her favorite cosmetics; double the impact 
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opportunity, offer to take care of the kids or to chauffeur her and carry her 
bags while she shops (you must be patient if you do that, let her shop 
however and however long she wants). 

 
 Is she a musician? Get her a gift certificate to her favorite music store. 

Many times there isn’t money for a lot of the little things because the 
larger, more important stuff, can be expensive. 

 
 Is she a movie lover? Then a gift certificate to the local movie theater for a 

movie and snacks for her and a friend (or her and you!) will be very 
welcome. Or get a gift certificate for movie rentals so she can have a 
movie marathon. 

 
 Maybe she’s a gardener. Then a gift certificate to a local plant nursery 

may just make her giddy with pleasure. 
 

 One thing you can do that won’t cost money just time (which is usually 
more meaningful to her anyway), is to create handmade gift certificates. 
Offer to wash her car or stay with her instead of your normal “boys night 
out.”  

 
Just use your imagination but make sure it is something that she would 
like and would be special to her and not just something that will make 
more work for her in the end. 

 
 Finally, there is the old standby of the spa for a massage and other 

pampering. 
 
14. Gift Membership/Donation. Donate to her favorite cause. It might be buying 

a "brick" in her name for the new local library, a membership to the humane 
society, or Sierra Club or donate to a women’s shelter or a museum or the 
local zoo or anything else she feels passionate about. 

 
15. Gift Subscriptions. You can get subscriptions from 

many places. These provide periodic, usually 
monthly, gifts. .  

 
Options include fresh fruit, flowers, panties, cookies, 
books, hot chocolate, CDs and DVDs, wine and beer, perfume and even 
baked bread. .  

 
A double the impact opportunity would be to include either a sample with the 
subscription when you give it to her or something that complements the 
subscription like fancy corkscrew and wine glasses with a wine subscription 
or a really good cheese knife and board with a cheese subscription. 
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16. A Girl’s Night Out. Give her special tickets and a paid dinner reservation to 

her favorite restaurant for her and her best friend. Make sure you talk to the 
friend first for tips on what tickets to get, what restaurant to make the paid 
reservation and to make sure she will be available! 

 
17. Give the Gift of Taking. Does she have something that’s been lying around 

cluttering up her place or is unsightly or just something she wants gone. Offer 
to remove it or have it hauled away for her. 

 
18. Her Own Toolbox. Make up a toolbox of the essential tools for the modern 

woman. Put in a hammer, both Phillips and flat head screwdrivers, a tape 
measure, a level, some pliers (regular and needle-nose), some duct tape, a 
small container of glue, a “not spatula or paint scrapper” and a small supply of 
nails, screws, cup hooks ... 

 
Remember though that women’s hand tend to be smaller and the tend to be 
weaker so getting that 24oz framing hammer or a Sawzall won’t be useful to 
her. 

 
19. High Speed Internet Service. If there is a special woman in your life that 

loves the Internet but doesn’t have high speed internet service, see if she’d 
like to sign up and have you pay for the installation and first month or three.  

 
I did this for my mother and while she complained that she “didn’t need it and 
wouldn’t notice the difference”, she wouldn’t go back to dial-up now for 
anything (and she’s become the Google queen). 

 
20. A "Love Jar". Get or decorate a nice jar (candle jars usually work well) and 

put in 52 pieces of paper in it.  On each one write or type a different and 
special message telling her about a memory you have and are grateful for. 
Wrap it up nicely (don’t forget to include instructions!) and give it to her.  

 
Then once a week she will take one out, read the message and feel really 
good about herself and you. 

 
21. Makeover. Arrange to have a makeover for her. This can be simple and 

inexpensive or as elaborate as a complete professional makeover that 
includes hair, makeup and clothes. 

 
22. A “Mini-vacation at Home”. Make reservations at a local bed and breakfast 

and have them put some of her special favorites in the room – things like 
candles, scents, bubble bath, chocolates, wine, etc. This can be either a 
personal “retreat” for her or a romantic getaway for the both of you. 
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23. Monthly Celebrations. Instead of celebrating a birthday, anniversary or even 
a holiday every year make it a monthly thing. Each month get a card and a 
small gift – this could be a gift card or a CD or the new book by her favorite 
author or a paid movie rental or any small thing that shows you remember her 
and care for her.  

 
This doesn’t have to be expensive but be creative, one month give 5 $1 dollar 
bills and directions to the nearest $1 store or give her valet parking at the mall 
or … 

 
24. A More Organized Life. Make or get a calendar and mark the important days 

off – birthdays, anniversaries, school plays, even tax day and things like if she 
never misses the U.S. Open then that goes on the calendar.  

 
Put in times, telephone numbers or addresses as applicable. Spice it up with 
funny, inspirational or romantic pictures and sayings. 

 
25. A “Movie Night” Package. Get a six pack of her favorite beverage 

soda/juice/etc. – the ones with the plastic rings. 
 

Remove the two middle ones and, on one side, put a 
bag of microwave popcorn and, on the other side, put 
her favorite movie candy. Add a favorite DVD (a new one, NOT one she 
already has) or a gift card from a movie rental place, add a ribbon and bow 
and a nice card.  

 
26. Mushroom Kit. Does she love mushrooms? A mushroom growing kit can 

have fresh mushrooms available for her at all times. This is a really unique gift 
for a mushroom lover and, remember, the more specific a  gift is to her the 
more she will appreciate it because it tells her that you went out of your way 
to know and understand her and to get something just for her. 

 
27. Offer of help. Is there something your woman wants that just requires time? 

Does she need to unclutter a room or garage? Does she need help clearing 
part of her yard? Does she need a babysitter or someone to pick up or drop 
off the kids? Does she need help cleaning the 37 windows on her 2-story 
house? Or maybe she needs her kitchen really scrubbed down to a spotless 
shine. 

 
Give her some of your time to help her accomplish some of the things she 
never gets around to but that bother her (and believe me they bother her). 

 
28. Paper shredder. People are afraid to put their personal papers in the 

garbage nowadays. A shredder helps to get rid of those papers with peace of 
mind. 
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29. Personalized Stationary. By this I don’t mean going to some stationary or 

office supply store and having her name printed on some stationary.  
 

What you should do is find some nice paper and envelopes and customize 
them with your computer. Take a special photograph or scene and print it 
along with her name on the paper and envelopes you found; using your color 
printer. Then tie the loose sheets and envelopes with a pretty ribbon. 

 
30. Photo Album. Earlier you learned how important photographs are to a 

woman.  A well thought out and creative photo album will become a treasured 
possession, as will you!  

 
Gather pictures from all the people she loves and gather them together into 
an album. These can be from childhood, graduations, vacations, her wedding 
or any other special time she’s had. 
 
Don’t just put in photographs though, add items that remind her of special 
things, that drawing she did at 7 years old that her father always kept on his 
desk, that ticket to her first concert, or that drawing she made when she 
visited Paris.  
 
You can also add favorite quotes, pictures of her favorite actors and anything 
else that will reach down and touch her heart and soul. 

 
31. Portrait. Arrange for her loved ones to have a portrait of themselves taken, a 

group portrait is the best, and have it nicely framed and surprise her with it. 
Another option is to arrange to have a portrait of her with her loved ones and 
have it nicely framed. 

 
32. “Pregnancy Massage”. If you have a friend or family member who is well 

along in their pregnancy, sign them up for a pregnancy massage at a local 
spa. They will love you for it! 

 
33. A Relaxation Basket. Get or have put together a nice 

basket. Include her favorite teas and a pretty little 
teapot, add her favorite chocolates. Other additions can 
include her favorite, but of so decadently expensive, 
cheese, her favorite wine, her favorite scented candles or perfume or bath oil 
or body cream. Anything that she loves. 

 
34. Season tickets. Whether she is an avid baseball or hockey fan or loves the 

opera or the local theater company. Buy her a season ticket so she can enjoy 
the gift over and over – truly a gift that keeps on giving. 
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35. Sharp Knives. If you want a gift for a woman who loves cooking then arrange 
to have her kitchen knives sharpened. It isn’t the most obviously romantic gift 
but she will appreciate your thoughtfulness and remember you every time she 
uses them. Don’t do this for a woman who doesn’t cook! 

 
36. A Snack Basket. Get a pretty basket and fill it with snack bars, juice boxes, 

small cracker packages, microwavable soups, instant oatmeal cups, raisins 
and other fruit snacks and any other easy, convenience foods.  

 
Then when she is tired or too busy to cook she can dip into the basket and 
have a nutritious and quick meal. 

 
37. “Sorry I was Gone: Gift. If you have to go out of town without her, ALWAYS 

bring back something unique to the place you went to.  
 

This can be anything from a jar of local honey or jam to a picture of the sunset 
from your hotel window or even just some unique coasters or napkins from a 
restaurant or bar.  
 
Get her anything that says “I was thinking of you and want you to share even 
a small part of my trip.” 

 
38. A Spa Day. I know I have mentioned it before but it is so popular that it needs 

being said again.  
 
39. Take your Mom on a “date”. This is a special gift just for your mother. 

Whether it is for Mother's Day or, better still, not for Mother’s day, take your 
mom out on a “date”.  

 
Go to dinner and a movie or a show but just make sure it is something she 
would like to do with you. Ask her friends, her sisters or your sisters if you 
aren’t sure what to do. This will be a very special gift to her. 

 
40. Taxi Vouchers. For an elderly woman or one who doesn’t drive or for 

someone who lives in a city like New York City, give a gift of pre-paid taxi 
vouchers. It will be a luxury she will appreciate time and again. 

 
41. Tickets. Another one that has been mentioned but get tickets to a museum 

event, a ball game, to a show (play, musical, comedian, etc.), to a concert, to 
an IMAX movie or anything she’d like.  

 
A double the impact opportunity would be to offer to watch the kids or hire a 
chauffeured car to ferry her to and from the event. 

 
42. Time for herself. So many women are really busy and don't take enough 
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time for themselves. A present that helps relax her and allows her to be able 
to just enjoy a favorite activity (or non-activity) is always welcome. Some 
examples are: 

 
 A gift certificate for her favorite bookstore or music shop where she can go 

and read or listen and just relax 
 Tickets to an event – from a classical concert to a hockey game, get her 

tickets to something she’ll really like! 
 Pay for her to take a fun workshop or short course; maybe it's a one day 

flower arranging workshop, an art class, a short cooking class or a “how to 
write novel” class. 

 
43. Vanity License Plate. Order a vanity license plate for her car, particularly if it 

is new.  
 
44. You. This is gift that any woman in your life will appreciate; including your 

significant other, mother, daughter (except 
maybe a teenaged one!), sisters, other close 
female relatives or just good female friends. Do 
something she would like but that you can do 
together. 

 
 Movie and dinner. 
 Amusement Park 
 Canoeing 
 Special lunch or picnic 
 Video game arcade. 
 Zoo 
 Skating 
 A local theater production 
 A ride in the country 
 Hiking 
 A day at the beach 
 Miniature golf 
 And the possibilities keep on coming… 
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Romantic Gifts 
Getting romantic gifts for a woman can be supremely easy or extremely difficult; 
both at the same time! 
 
However, like most everything else in life, a little bit of thinking, planning and 
logic can make even the seemingly impossible task of choosing a unique 
romantic gift for woman, possible. 
 
Here are specific tips that will help make your romantic gift to her a big hit.  

Diamonds Truly are a Woman's Best Friend 
Diamonds are both a thing of beauty and intimacy and a joy to both the giver and 
receiver.  
 
For millennia, women have been given diamonds, the world’s rare beauties, as a 
token of, and compliment to, their strength, beauty, devotion and desirousness. 
 
Diamonds entice and incite, they excite the senses and the soul. Is it any 
coincidence then that they are expensive? I think not. 
 
Diamonds, therefore, are one of the few things as beautiful and exquisite as your 
woman, so the perfect gift is finding something that compliments and adds to her 
strength, beauty and allure. 
 
Be sure, when you give it to her, that it is a surprise. Your reward is the look in 
her eyes that will be brighter than all the diamonds in the world. 

Little Romantic Gifts 
One way to be sure your gifts are treasured is to make sure it proclaims your love 
for her.  
 
Little things like stuffed animals, cards, pictures and even the right coffee mug 
can be ideal gifts if well thought out with her in mind. 
 
Intimate gifts also send the message very nicely.  
 
It is surprising how even a box of chocolates or a couple of flowers can mean a 
lot to a woman. 
 
Other little romantic gifts you can give to her are:  
 

 Cuddle on the sofa and watch the movie of her choice 
 Surprise her with some chocolates “for no reason” 
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 Take a candlelight bubble bath together 
 Take a moonlit stroll on the beach 
 Put a single red rose in her briefcase or in her windshield wiper 
 Send her a romantic e-mail 
 Create a “How We Met” book 
 Make her a “Message in a Bottle” by putting a love poem, some rose 

petals, some candy hearts into a decorator bottle 
 Send her a pantygram  
 Surprise her with a bed of roses (you can buy a kit of silk rose petals) 
 Get a Romantic Magnetic Poetry Kit and leave her a romantic message on 

her refrigerator 
 Play Lovopoly with her 
 Bring home some bath salts or oils, a soothing CD and a nice bottle of her 

favorite wine and run her bath, put on her music and pour her a glass of 
wine. Some candles and flowers would double the impact. 

Experience Bonding 
One way to improve closeness in a romantic relationship is to have a unique, 
shared experience.  
 
There are lots of different choices and something for everyone’s taste. For 
example, do any of these together: 
 

 A Trip on the Orient Express 
 Champagne Balloon Flight 
 Driving a Tank 
 Feeding Tigers 
 Flying Lessons 
 Going Behind the Scenes at the Races 
 Helicopter Sightseeing Trips 
 Learning How to Play Polo 
 Learning How to Striptease 
 Luxury Spa Breaks  
 Makeovers 
 Meeting Meerkats 
 Participating in a Circus Act 
 Powerboating 
 Quad Biking 
 Rally Driving 
 Recording Your Own CD in a Music Studio 
 Skydiving 
 TV Presenting 

Art Enthusiasts 
Most women are very sensitive and they appreciate good art.  
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Giving her a beautiful work of art will definitely make her day. As always, make 
sure you get something she will like and appreciate, if you don’t this gift, like any 
other will, at best, cause problems. 
 
In addition, if you have any artistic or craftsmen talent whatsoever, then really 
you’ll add the extra boost to the value of your gift if you create the gift with your 
own hands.  
 
Even if it isn’t great, the fact that you understand her tastes and desires and took 
the time to actually create something will always mean the gift remains a favorite 
of hers. 

Play Dress Up 
Get costumes and play “dress up”. Let her choose the costumes and the 
scenario (do it right and you’ll get your turn to choose!). 
 
Here are some popular costumes to get you started:  

 Angel 
 Athlete 
 Bride 
 Cheerleader 
 Executive 
 Genie 
 Groom 
 Hero 
 Jungle Man/Woman  
 Maid 
 Nurse 
 Peasant Girl 
 Pirate 
 Policeman 
 Princess 
 Race Car Driver 
 Robber 
 Sailor 
 Santa 
 Schoolgirl 
 Soldier 

Don’t Forget and Ruin It 
With any gift you must remember that you need to know (or at least be able to 
find out) what she likes and what she doesn’t. 
 
You need to know what styles, what colors, what scents and flavors, what fabrics 
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and what flowers; the more you know about her and her preferences the better 
you’ll do at getting the right gifts and the better your love life will be. 
 
Also don’t forget her life roles and her lifestyle. For example, a stay-at-home 
mom usually doesn’t need a Blackberry and a professional woman may never 
use a 'World's Best Cook' apron. 
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Men’s Guide to Specialized Gift Giving 

Flowers 
Women love receiving flowers, it makes them feel loved and special.  
 
Giving a woman flowers always seem to bring out her feminine side and she’ll be 
“floating on air” for many hours thinking about you and your gift. 
 
Flowers are a wonderful way to express your feelings, but make sure you’re 
saying the right thing. Make sure you give the right flowers for the right occasion. 
 
Here are some general guidelines to help you make sure the flowers you send to 
a woman are properly appreciated. 
 
First, consider what the gift is for. Does it merit sending a large bouquet, a small 
bouquet, a single flower or maybe an entire flowering plant?  
 
For example, for a date a single rose sent before the date will set a good tone; a 
double the impact opportunity is to bring her a solitary matching rose to 
symbolize the two of you. 
 
However, if the gift is for a housewarming present then a living plant is a better 
choice. 
 
But, if the flowers are for your mother a nice bouquet of her favorite flowers in a 
nice vase is the way to go; if you don’t know what her favorite flowers are then go 
with roses; those are usually the safest choices. 
 
Don’t forget the symbolism that different flowers have, here is a short list to help 
you out: 
 

 Baby’s Breath: Devotion 
 Bamboo: Good Luck 
 Calla Lily: Beauty 
 Carnation: Devoted love 
 Daisy: Romance and innocence 
 Ivy: Fidelity 
 Lily of the Valley: Happiness 
 Orchid: Love and beauty 
 Rose - Orange: Passion 
 Rose - Pink: Secret love, grace and sweetness 
 Rose - Red:  Love 
 Rose – White: Unity 
 Rose – Yellow: Joy 
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 Stephanotis: Marital happiness 
 Tulips: Love and passion 
 Zinnia: Affection 

 
A gift of flowers can, of course, be a romantic gesture. 
 
Be sure to shop at a flower shop, not a grocery store or corner store. You will get 
the freshest flowers, the nicest arrangements and the greatest selection. Don’t 
forget the rule about getting the best quality you can afford. 

Lingerie 
Here are some important guidelines to help you in buying lingerie for a woman. 

Think About What She Likes 
The first thing to remember is that it’s important to buy her something that she 
will actually wear and won’t be offended by.  
 
If the woman you’re buying lingerie for doesn’t wear or approve of dominatrix 
lingerie, don’t buy it for her. The same is true of costumes, like a French Maid 
costume 
 
Ask her what she likes or notice what kind of lingerie she wears normally.  
 
Some women do not like thongs, and will not wear them. Other women find see-
through lingerie or mesh lingerie trashy.  
 
Some women will find garter belts very sexy, while others will see them as slutty 
and wonder what kind of woman you want to sleep with. 
 
Look at what she wears in her closet. Does she wear tight jeans with a tight t-
shirt or tank top? If so, she may like a lingerie item that is a little tighter, that 
shows some skin.  
 
If the clothes in her closet are looser and don’t show much skin, she’ll probably 
want something more modest. 
 
One thing to remember though is that many women who dress more 
conservatively also like to have sexy underwear. It’s hidden from the world but 
she knows it’s there. 
 
If you’re not certain, a baby doll, camisole with matching panties, or a slip may be 
your best bet.  
 
Look for items make from silk and satin that flow away from the body with 
minimal embellishment. 
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After you’ve bought her a couple of lingerie items, you’ll be able to discover what 
she likes and what she hates.  
 
You can also talk to her and ask her to look at catalogs or lingerie pictures online 
to help you know what she’ll like or dislike. 

Find out her Correct Size 
This is one of the biggest mistake men make.  
 
If you buy something that’s too small she may feel flattered or she may feel fat.  
 
If you buy something too big, she’ll absolutely feel fat because she’ll think you 
think she is fat. 
 
Ask her what size she wears or go through her drawers to get an idea.  
 
If you’re still not certain what size she is, write down the sizes of what she has in 
her drawers and ask a lingerie saleswoman for help.  
 
Finally, remember that if this is a spouse or if you’ve been living with this woman 
for a while, she may be very offended if you get her the wrong size. 

Choose her Favorite Color 
There are many colors in lingerie options and you may be uncertain which one to 
choose for your woman.  
 
Ask her what her favorite color is. Look in her drawers and closet and see what 
colors she favors and what color her favorite blouse is.  
 
If you’re still uncertain, black is usually (though not always) a good way to go. 

What about Lace, Ribbons and other Embellishments? 
Some women like lingerie with tassels on their breasts, but most don’t.  
 
Some ribbon and lace on lingerie can be very tasteful, if you know what you’re 
doing.  
 
If you’re uncertain, basic lingerie with minimal embellishment may be the best.  
 
You can also ask a lingerie salesperson for help, though you should listen to your 
instincts over what the salesperson is saying. 
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Become Educated about the Kinds of Lingerie 
Another tip to buying lingerie for women is to know what kind of lingerie there is, 
and what exactly you are buying.  
 
Learn what a garter belt, baby doll and slip are.  
 
Look online or read articles about the kinds of lingerie so you don’t feel 
overwhelmed when you’re actually shopping.  
 
If you feel embarrassed or uncomfortable going into a lingerie store, shop for 
your girlfriend/spouse lingerie online. Victoria’s Secret and Fredrick’s of 
Hollywood offer great online selections. 

In Conclusion 
There are just two more hints to buying lingerie for women—and they address 
what to do if she doesn’t like your gift.  
 
Everyone makes mistakes, so it’s important that you keep the receipt in case she 
wants to return it.  
 
In addition, if she says she likes it, but doesn’t wear it, she probably doesn’t like 
it.  
 
You can ask her what she doesn’t like about it, or the next time you buy her 
lingerie, try buying her something different.  

Chocolate 
After diamonds, chocolate may well be a woman’s best friend. 
 
This means you need to select chocolate with care. 
 
Chocolate is not all created equal and, in general, the higher the price the better 
the quality 
 
Now that doesn’t mean you should always buy the most expensive chocolate, 
just remember that high-quality chocolates contain larger amounts of cocoa 
butter and solids than lesser brands and that extra is what makes them cost 
more. 
 
Selecting chocolate is really a sensory experience.  
 
Start with your eyes and look at the chocolate. Does it have a glossy surface? 
Are there any blemishes? If it looks scarred or cloudy or off color then likely it is 
older and/or has been mishandled.  
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Now use your ears. Break the chocolate into pieces and listen for a nice clean, 
hard snap. If it doesn’t have that snap, or it bends or, even worse, it crumbles, do 
not get it as it is either of low quality or it’s old. 
 
Now use your nose. Good chocolate will smell, well, chocolate-y. Warm the 
surface of it by rubbing your finger over it and smell it.  
 
If the chocolate smell isn’t strong or it smells like vanilla or other ingredients, it 
won’t taste like chocolate. Don’t buy chocolate that doesn’t smell like chocolate. 
 
If everything is good so far, finally, taste the chocolate.  
 
Does it melt in your mouth or does it feel waxy?  
 
If it too dense or too chewy?  
 
Does it feel slippery sandy, or smooth?  
 
In general, good quality chocolate has a velvety feel.  
 
Follow the above to select quality, fresh chocolate and make sure you know if 
she likes it plain, with nuts, with soft centers or whatever, as mentioned above. 
 
Then surprise her with it when she least expects it; enjoy her reaction! 

Don’t Forget Mom! 
Let’s not forget the mothers of the world. 
 
While many of them don’t want you to get them gifts they are secretly so happy 
when you do; so don’t overlook the first woman in your life. 
 
You want to make your mom feel special. 
 
Get your mother a gift that is something special and personal to her, that is, 
something that with touch her heart; the more sentimental the gift the better.  
 
Some quick ideas are keepsakes (preferably engraved), portraits of you, her 
grandchildren, or other close friends and family, even some custom jewelry will 
bring a tear to her eye.  
 
You don’t have to spend a lot of money or make it elaborate, just choose 
something simple and thoughtful and it will be appreciated. 
 
For example, I found out that my mother was collecting those state quarters that 
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have been released over the last few years so I went and got some mint 
condition ones in little plastic cases to protect them. 
 
Then, whenever I would visit, I’d leave one or two lying around where she would 
find them. She really appreciated the gesture and liked always having little 
surprise gifts. 
 
Another thing that moms in particular like is those spa days.  
 
Bottom line is that mothers are women and like and appreciate things that 
women do, just because she is your mother don’t forget she is also a woman and 
treat her like you would treat other women. 
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Recommended Resources 
Everything a hopeless (or hopelessly clueless) romantic might need!  
 
Here is information from tips to freshen up your everyday romance routine to a 
collection of our favorite Web site links to expand your horizons to the most 
romantic gifts, pet names, movies and songs.  
 
When you're searching for simple ways to stay out of the doghouse and in your 
lover's heart, check out these sweet ideas! 

Jewelry  
Ultra Diamonds is the 7th largest retailer of fine jewelry in the United States. 
 
Ultra Diamonds offer luxurious high-ticket jewelry pieces at dramatic discount, 
backed by a customer-reassuring 30-day online-sale return policy and free 
shipping for qualifying orders.  
 

 

Flowers 
FlowerFarm.com has been providing customers around the world with the 
freshest flowers and finest selection of plants, gift baskets, gourmet foods, 
confections and plush stuffed animals perfect for every occasion.  
 
It offers the best of both worlds: exquisite, florist-designed arrangements 
individually created by some of the world’s top floral artists and hand-delivered 
the same day, and spectacular flowers shipped overnight “Fresh From Our 
Growers.”   
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GIfts 
zChocolat.com There are so many holidays and 
special occasions throughout the year where gifts are 
the traditional way to celebrate.  
 
Christmas, Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Birthdays, 
Anniversaries, Weddings, New Babies, etc. keep us 
constantly searching for another unique and heartfelt 
gift. 
 
And nothing says better than chocolate.  
 
zChocolat.com has been rated Forbes’s favorite online 
chocolatier by Forbes Inc since March 2005.  
 
And each chocolates are hand-made by Pascal Caffet, world champion.  
 

Wine 
WineAccess.com: Wine is one of history’s most popular drinks. With its rich, 
over 7,000 year, history, wine has held a special place spanning time and 
cultures. 
 
It has quenched thirst and warded off disease. It has acted as an antiseptic in 
times of war, and as a muse to poets, writers and scholars during times of peace. 
No other drink can claim such pedigree. 
 
So, when you are looking for a fabulous selection of high-quality, reasonably 
priced, wines from around the world, look no further than WineAccess.com. 
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Guide to Romantic Night 
Guide to Romantic Night offers the best selection of items that help plan a 
romantic evening for you and your love ones.  
 
If you're looking for the widest assortment of ideas at great prices, you've come 
to the right place.  
 
You'll find an abundance of exciting options to choose from, all designed to 
delight the person you’re giving to. 
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